Wednesday, April 15

- 6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie
  - Johann Sebastian Bach | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Booklet
  - Johann Sebastian Bach | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Activities
- 6:30 am Peg + Cat: The Slop Problem/The Birthday Present Problem
  - High Five - Curious George | PBS KIDS Lab - Game
  - Peg + Cat | Eid-Al-Adha Adventure – Video and Discussion Questions
- 7:00 am Cyberchase: Send in the Clones
  - Calculating Clones | Cyberchase – Video
  - Calculating Clones | Cyberchase - Activity
- 7:30 am SciGirls: Game Changers
  - SciGirls | Game Changers: Identify and Define – Video
  - SciGirls | Game Changers: Identify and Define – Activity
- 8:00 am Ready Jet Go!: The Mindysphere/Lone Star
  - The Sun’s Neighborhood | Ready Jet Go! - Video
  - Mindy’s Constellation Exploration | Ready Jet Go! – Interactive
- 8:30 am Peg + Cat: The Ring Problem/The Wedding Problem
  - Making Ten | Everyday Learning – Video
  - Making Ten | Everyday Learning – Activity
- 9:00 am Clifford the Big Red Dog: Welcome to the Doghouse/Promises, Promises
  - The Golden Pear | Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood – Video
  - The Golden Pear | Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood – Activity
- 9:30 am Pinkalicious & Peteriffic: Yodelahee Goat/Pink Mascot
  - Singing the Blues | Pinkalicious & Peteriffic – Video
  - Mood Music – Activity
- 10:00 am Native America: Cities of the Sky
  - A Gift of Corn to the Choctaw | Native America – Video
  - A Gift of Corn to the Choctaw | Native America – Discussion Questions, Activity
- 11:00 am Food- Delicious Science: We Are What We Eat
  - Food is Fuel – Video
  - Food is Fuel – Discussion Questions, Worksheet
12:00 pm NOVA: Inside Animal Minds “Who’s the Smartest?”
  - Chimpanzee Deception – Video
  - Chimpanzee Deception – Discussion Questions
1:00 pm Peep and the Big Wide World: Marble Mover/Fair Shares
  - Curious George: Ramp-n-Roll – Video
  - Curious George: Ramp-n-Roll – Lesson Plan
1:30 pm Martha Speaks “Martha: Deadline Doggie/It’s The Giant Pumpkin, Martha”
  - Martha Speaks: Mixed-Up Headlines – Activity
  - Sight Word Spelling – Video
2:00 pm Sesame Street: Cookie Monster’s Museum Mystery
  - Ruff’s Cookie Creator – Game | The Ruff Ruffman Show
  - Ruff’s Cookie Creator – Activity
2:30 pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Daniel Shares His Tigertastic Car/Katerina Shares Her Tutu
  - Sharing | Daniel Tiger: Life’s Little Lessons – Video
  - Share Tactics – Activity
3:00 pm Greeks: Chasing Greatness
  - Chasing Greatness: Full Episode | The Greeks – Video
  - Ancient Greek Architecture | Teaching with Primary Sources – Activity
4:00 pm Latino Americans: Foreigners In Their Own Land
  - Episode 1: Foreigners in Their Own Land | Latino Americans – Video
  - Who Are Latinos? – Lesson Plan
5:00 pm Latino Americans: Empire of Dreams
  - Episode 2: Empire of Dreams | Latino Americans – Video
  - Identity, Immigration and Economics: Involuntary Deportations of the 1930s – Lesson Plan